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Abstract

In the InventoryRoutingProblem,a distributormustchoosethe sizeandfrequencyof
deliveriesto eachof its customersand designvehicle routesso as to avoid stockouts
overa givenplanninghorizon.We proposea tabusearchheuristicfor thedeterministic
versionof this problem.Computationalresultsarereportedon randomlygeneratedtest
problems. 

1 Introduction

Nowadays,companiesare keen to invest resourcesto increaseproductivity. The
most common objective is to save on costs; for distribution companies the
transportationcostsare the perfect target.New information managementtechnology,
combined with sharp resolution methods, can lead to great savings.

For the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP), a fleet of vehicles is available at a
distributioncentre.Thesevehiclesneedto visit many delivery points while satisfying
their capacityand time constraints.This problem is NP-hard,henceit is extremely
difficult to find the optimal solution.However,heuristicscanfind goodsolutionsin a
reasonabletime. If the objectiveconsistsof minimizing long term costs,the problem
should be resolved considering the impact of the solution on future costs. Thus
determiningthe length of the resolutionperiod is critical. When inventory constraints
are addedto the VRP, the problemis known as the Inventory Routing Problem.We
proposea new heuristicto find solutionsthat minimize the transportationcosts,while
respectingthe customersdemand.The industryapplicationsof the IRP arenumerous,
for example industrial gas, propane and food distribution as well as in blood collection.

Theobjectiveof this paperis to proposea TabuSearchheuristicfor the resolution
of the Inventory Routing Problem (IRP). The Tabu Searchprogram of Cordeau,
Gendreau& Laporte(1997) for the PeriodicVehicle RoutingProblemis modified for
theIRP.We usetheassumptionsof deterministicandknowndemand.Finally, instances
are randomly generated to test the heuristic.



2 Inventory Routing Problem

The IRP consistsof a repetitivedistribution of a product from a single depot to
multiple customerswhile preventingstockoutson a predeterminedtime horizon.The
routesare establishedfor a predeterminednumberof days.For example,considera
distributioncompanythathasthetechnologyto evaluatethedaily consummationrateof
its productsby its customers.This companycannow useits own decision-makinglogic
for all the logistics issues.This way, customerswould not need to make orders
anymore.Thedistributioncompanywould haveto takeinto accountthe inventorylevel
to decide when to visit them and how much to deliver. The distancebetweenthe
customerandthe depotis a key element.If the objectiveis to minimize transportation
costs,far customerswould not be visited often.Preciseinformationat any time on the
inventorylevelsandlocationis requiredin orderto takecost-effectivedecisionsfor the
company and its customers. 

The Inventory Routing Problemis a multi-period problem.For every day of the
period the programneedsto resolvethree sub-problems.This issueis very complex
because the solutions of the sub-problems are interrelated:

- Determine the customers to visit
- Determine the quantity to deliver
- Design the vehicle routes
Theglobaloptimizationof thesesub-problemscreatesbetterresultsthanfixing the

solutionof oneproblembeforeresolvingthesecondproblem.Thecombinedmodelling
of theseproblemsis complex becausethe solutions of the two first problems(the
customersto visit and the quantity to deliver) is the input for the Vehicle Routing
Problem.

Golden,Assad& Dahl (1984) discussedthe difficult problemresulting from the
addition of the inventory constraint to the Vehicle Routing Problem : “The multi-period
natureof the problemis largely responsiblefor its complexity.Sincedecisionstaken
on different days interact, myopic decision-making can cause serious problems […]”.

Therefore,it is extremelyimportantto choosea resolutionmethodfor theInventory
Routing Problem that is sensitive to this difficulty. The resolution of the IRP is managed
through the addition of somesimplifying assumptions.For example,the customers’
consumptionrate can be consideredas deterministicor stochastic.This researchis
basedon a deterministicconsumptionrate.The problemsare also separatedbetween
thosewith a single delivery per period and thosewhich can assigna frequencyof
deliveries to customers.This project considersthe possibility for a frequency of
deliveriessince it is more interestingand realistic, but it implies more interactions
between the sub-problems.

3 Methodology

The Vehicle Routing Problemis very well known and many classicalheuristics
havebeendeveloped.However,the classicalheuristicssuccessis quite limited. They
give a good solution in a reasonabletime, but can not guaranteeoptimality. Indeed,
whena local minimumis reached,theprocedurefinishes.Theresolutionis stoppedby a
local optima. In order to extendthe explorationof the possiblesolutions,a notion of
memoryis usedby the Tabu Searchheuristic.It keepstrack of all the solutionsthat
have already been visited. 



The Tabu Searchis a metaheuristicthat allows degradationof the solution to
overcome local optimum by temporarily accepting non realisable solutions. The
metaheuristicsare promising,they combinethe notionsof construction,memoryand
improvementof the solution. The neighbourhoodsearchfor the current solution is
determinedby the evolutionof the pastsearch.An improvementheuristicis thenused
to move from one solution to the other.

3.1 Tabu Search

Tabu Searchallows the degradationof the solution combinedwith the notion of
memoryto avoid cycling. By this procedure,it is possibleto overcomea local optima.
Therefore,consideringthe currentsolutions, the nextsolutions’ in the neighbourhood
of s is chosen without reference to the cost of s. If s was a local optimum, it is likely that
thenextmovefrom s’ will beto go backto s.Thesolutioncouldcyclebetweenthetwo
solutions.

To avoid cycling, the transformationleading to this solution is memorized.The
reversetransformationis then prohibitedfor a certainnumberof iterations.Sincethe
reverse exchanges are tabu,  cycles up to a certain length are avoided.

A solution neighbourhoodis composedfrom a certain number of admissible
solutionsobtainedby a given transformation.For the IRP, the transformationcanbe to
swapcustomersbetweenroutes,daysof visit or combinationsof visits (theseare the
attributesof a solution). To modify the attributesof a solution, we usedthe GENI
algorithm.It hasbeendevelopedby Gendreau,Hertz & Laporte(1992).This method
removesandinsertsa customerbetweenthe othercustomersof a route,consecutiveor
not, while locally reoptimisingthe route.The resultsobtainedby this methodshowits
effectiveness.

Different elementsneedto be definedto developa TabuSearchalgorithmfor the
Inventory Routing Problem :

- Solution space
o Contains all possible routes visiting all customersfor each of their

combination of visits
o Overcapacityand overdurationare allowed with penaltiesdynamically

adjusted
- Neighbourhood

o Exchanges of the combinations of visits
o Route exchanges
o Use of GENI for a local optimization

- Tabu principle
o List of attributes of a transformation (a customer on a route a certain day)

- Aspiration criteria
o Revokea tabu when the cost of a solution is be better than the best

known cost
- Continue diversification of the search

o Penalty on an attribute according to its frequency  
- Stopping criterion

o After a fixed number of iteration



3.2 Sensitivity analysis

Before running the algorithm on literature instances, it is important to carefully
calibrate the following parameters:

- Stopping criteria : number of iterations
- Dynamic adjustment of penalty weights for overcapacity and overduration
- Diversification intensity
- Length of tabu list
- Neighbourhood size for GENI insertions
A series of 10 instances has been randomly generated to test different values of the

parameters. The parameters that improve the efficiency of the algorithm with a good
compromise between computation time and solution quality are chosen. The values
obtained with these test instances are then used to solve the literature instances.

3.3 Combinations generation

For each customers, we generated all the possible combinations of visits. A
combination is a boolean value associated to each day of the period indicating if the
customer is visited. For example, on a 5 day period a combination could consist of only
one visit on day 1 or visits on days 2 and 4.

The global resolution method for a rolling horizon of the Inventory Routing
Problem is the following:

- Generate legal combinations for two periods
- Solve and implement only the first period 
- Start the procedure again for the next two periods

This results in a long term resolution horizon while solving only on a short term basis.
Resolving the Inventory Routing Problem is time consuming. To improve the

computation time, a reduced group of visit combinations is attributed to each customer.
Different rules have to be followed in order to attribute only combinations that are
interesting for the algorithm on the premise of the rolling horizon:

- No stockouts 
- Legal spacing out
- Keeping only smallest delivery frequency
A combination of visits that assures a double period without stockouts is essential.

It allows a long term horizon. Since a combination where a customer is visited two days
in a row and never after in a five day period is not likely to be part of the optimal
solution. The legal spacing out allows us to ignore these combinations and thus reduce
the computation time. It is natural to think that if we can visit a customer only twice on
a period, this will reduce the transportation costs compared to daily visits. By keeping
only the smallest delivery frequency, we drastically reduce the number of combinations.



4 Instances

Instances were generated from those of Chao, Golden & Wasil (1995). The
structure of the customers has been preserved, but new particularities have been added.
The required information to run the algorithm are the following:

- Vehicles characteristics
o duration 
o capacity

- Customers characteristics
o coordinates 
o capacity 
o starting inventory 
o daily consumption rate 

On these new instances, the stopping criteria was set at 30 000 iterations. For 48
customers and a period of 4 days, it took 3.10 CPU minutes. For 288 customers and a
period of 6 days, we needed 35.36 CPU minutes. The instances and their solution are
available for future research comparison.

We also used twelve instances of Bertazzi, Paletta & Speranza (2002). They
resolved a 30 day period for 50 to 100 customers with only one vehicle. The period of
30 days caused us a problem, because our algorithm is implemented on a rolling horizon
basis which is not the case for Bertazzi, Paletta and Speranza (BPS). Since most of their
solutions only used the vehicle every other day, we resolved the instances on a period of
15 days while doubling the daily consumption rate. Our CPU computation time was
greater but for a problem resolved once every 30 days, this calculation time is
acceptable. The Tabu Search obtained cheaper transportation costs than BPS only on the
12th instance. However, the costs are on average only 1.58% greater than BPS, which is
relatively good. The solution obtained by BPS on the instances 5, 7, 8, 9 and 12 offers
visits to customers exactly every other day. These solutions are then fully comparable
with our solutions and we obtained a cost difference of only 0.40%. 

This difference comes from the fact that the Tabu Search is not used at its full
potential on the BPS instances. They used only one vehicle to make the deliveries and
this handicapped our method because no exchanges could be made between routes. This
exchange is extremely important in the heuristic process to improve the solution in
place by calling the GENI procedure. Hence, we did not have a route optimization
anymore. In reality, we usually have a fleet containing more than one vehicle.
Furthermore, this vehicle had an infinite day duration and capacity. Therefore, our
parameters that adjust the penalty for overduration and overcapacity were obsolete. By
adding limits to the duration of a route and the capacity of a vehicle, the problem would
be more realistic and the resulting routes would be similar for one day to the next.
Hence, the BPS instances are not complex enough to adequately test the efficiency of
the Tabu Search.

5 Conclusion

A Tabu Search algorithm was presented to resolve the Inventory Routing Problem.
This method was found to be flexible and efficient on multi-customers and multi-
vehicles instances. On the other hand, the actual implementation is limited by the length
of the period. This could be resolved by future research.



Thealgorithmhasbeenusedto resolvetheadaptedinstancesof Bertazzi,Paletta&
Speranza(2002). The resultsare not exactly comparable,but the costsobtainedare
relatively similar (1,58%over in average).The instanceswerenot complexenoughto
fully benefitfrom the flexibility of our method.Eventhoughthe TabuSearchheuristic
is a more general method it still obtains good results on these more simple problems.

Finally, new instances have been created and resolved in order to overcome the lack
of appropriatecasestudiesin the literature.Moreover,the instancesof Chao,Golden&
Wasil havebeenmodified for the InventoryRoutingProblem.The instancesandtheir
solution are available for future research.
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